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INTRODUCTION
R1D84 performs travel time modeling for one-dimensional .velocity-depth models. Once a velocity-depth model is specified, several functional quantities may be readily calculated and plotted (T vs X, P vs t, P vs X, T vs P, etc.) In addition, for the case of T vs X, record section format, you may plot arrival time picks or synthetic seismograms created by internal WKBJ (Chapman, 1978) or disc-ray theory (Wiggins, 1976) routines.
The program is highly interactive, providing graphical output of all model variables and containing an internal editor for manipulation of the velocity-depth function. All display variables may be set by simple text commands from the keyboard.
For operation of the program in a Batch mode or pseudo-batch mode (where you may use the same sequence of commands repeatedly), command macro files may be used.
All derivative variables (P, T, V, t, etc.) are calculated from the onedimensional velocity-depth model. The model consists of up to 50 tabulated depths and corresponding velocities in order of increasing depth.
Low-velocity zones and negative velocity gradients are permitted. Travel times and moveouts are calculated using standard analytic forms for transmitted ray paths only. Post-critical reflections from first-order velocity discontinuities are approximated by refracted raypaths through steep gradients. Pre-critical reflection times may be calculated for reflections from any defined depth point in the model. The source point may be placed at any defined depth of the velocity-depth function.
The initial velocity-depth function is specified by an ASCII model file or by the default model. The velocity-depth function may be modified using the internal editor.
Intermediate trial models determined in the modeling process may be saved in model files.
Upon initiation, the program will clear the screen and prompt the user for a control file and an output file. If you are just starting to use the program and want to avoid the hassle of getting all the formats right in your control file, you may choose to start with the default model supplied by the program. You may tailor the model to your R1D84 own purposes using the built-in editor, and dump a properly formatted file when you EXIT. If you opt for a default model, the program will first look for a file named DEFDAT.R1D in your current directory. If none exists, it will use the version of
Following initiation, the program will give you a R1D84> prompt and you may proceed to 1) interactively modify display variables, 2) edit the velocity-depth function, or 3) display model parameters in several formats. R1D84 responds to interactive text commands from the terminal or from command macro files. Commands consist of one or two command words followed by optional variables. A command line with * in the first column is considered a comment line and is disregarded. This is useful in command files for legibility. If a comment is needed within a command line, an ! may be placed in the command line after all valid command text and followed by comments. A command line with @ in the first column is considered to be a command file actuator. The file whose name follows the @ is opened and commands are read from it. Command files have a default suffix JMP . Commands eliciting a prompt and response are directed to the terminal. When the last command has been read from the command file, control is returned to the terminal or to the next higher command file level. Six levels of command file are allowed.
After a work session, leave the program by giving the command EXIT. You will be given the option of saving a current version of your control file. When you want to make a hard copy of your graphical output to a BATCH.PIT file for plot to the Versatec, set flag 10 in the second active line of your control file to 2 or 3 and rerun the program.
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CONTROL RLE
Variables controlling the appearance and operation of R1D84 are set in one of three ways; 1) via a formatted control file read by the program upon initiation, 2) via interactive text commands typed at the terminal, or 3) via a script file containing interactive text commands. The control file, described below, contains all the information needed to initialize R1D84. The first active line of the control file may be preceded by any number of comment lines which contain * in the first column.
Line 1 -The first record is an 80 character title (PLOTID) to be plotted with each plot. Although the characters on this line may be either upper or lower case, they will be plotted as upper case. = 1 Lengths given in centimeters. (10) =0 Plot to VT100 only with auto-scaling to fill the screen. The axis scaling factors read in lines 3-7 will be ignored and the axes for each plot will be independently scaled to fit an 8"x10" plot.
= 1 Plot to VT100 only with auto-scaling to fit the screen.
-2 Go through normal plotting prompts. Scale to fit the VT100 screen.
= 3 Go through normal plotting prompts. Scale to fill the VT100 screen. The axis scaling factors read in lines 3-7 will be ignored and the axes for each plot will be independently scaled to fit an 8"x10" plot. The following control file is a sample of a working control file for R1D84.
The entries on each line are separated by commas to terminate each format field rather than adhering strictly to the format specifications. This is a fairly safe way of avoiding the tedium of entering a strictly formatted data file. If you save the control file before exiting R1D84, it will be written in the proper format.
* Sample control file for R1D84
TEST DATA FOR R1D84 The velocity-depth function may be displayed by issuing the command V-D.
Axes will be plotted with velocity on the X-axis and depth on the Y-axis. The model velocity function will be plotted with an asterisk with size HSYM at the source depth.
If you have not specified axis display variables, default values will be used such that the entire defined model is displayed.
The velocity axis is defined by the variables VMIN, VMAX, VSF, DV, NSV, where (VMIN,VMAX) are the minimum and maximum axis values; VSF is the scaling factor in units/(km/sec); DV is the interval in km/sec between labeled tics; and NSV is the number of intervals between labeled tics. These may be set by individual commands of the form, VMIN = 3.0. If you don't enter a new value, VMIN = , the program will tell you the current value and prompt for a new value, i.e.,
VMIN: 2.5 Enter new VMIN
If you do not enter a new value at this point, the current value is retained.
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The depth axis is similarly defined by the variables ZMIN, ZMAX, ZSF, DZ, NSZ, ZBIAS, where (ZMIN,ZMAX) are the minimum and maximum axis values; ZSF is the scaling factor in units/km; DZ is the interval in km between labeled tics; NSZ is the number of intervals between labeled tics; and ZBIAS is an additive shift in km for labeling the axis.
The variables for gridding the display space are, VMINL, VMAXL, DVLINE and ZMINL, ZMAXL, DZLINE The line type for plotting the velocity-depth function is specified by IS LINE.
B) Mean Overburden Velocity vs Depth
As an aid in determining appropriate normal moveout velocities for timedistance plots, the mean overburden velocity may be plotted as a function of depth by issuing the command VBAR. The axes and associated variables are the same as for the velocity-depth function plot.
C) Tau-P
The Tau-P function, intercept time versus ray parameter, may be plotted by the command TAD P. Forward and reverse travel time branches will be plotted. If you have requested precritical reflection times, they will also be plotted. If you have specified travel-time pick files to be plotted, the picks will be overlaid on the plot.
Synthetic time series data may be internally calculated by using WKBJ (Chapman, 1978) or Disc-Ray synthetic (Wiggins, 1976) techniques. You may set two groups of variables specifying the appearance of the synthetics. Their locations are specified by SMIN, SMAX, and NTR. The traces will be calculated and plotted with SPS samples per second. The source wavelet is specified by the variables FREQ, GAMMA, SZERO, and PSI. If you have selected FILL, the values of XSF and YSF you have provided will be ignored and a plot with overall dimensions of 10X8 inches will be constructed. The image going to the BATCH.PLT file will also have overall dimensions of 10X8 inches.
Whether or not a BATCH.PLT file is created is controlled by Flag 10 in the second active line of the control file. Set it to 2 or 3 to go through the normal plotting prompts which allow you to specify a BATCH.PLT file. From within the program Flag 10 may be set with the command MODE « . 
Display Commands:
The following list of commands may be used to initiate the various displays, V-D Display the velocity-depth function.
VBAR Display the mean overburden velocity.
T-T Display the travel time.
PVSX Display ray parameter, P, versus distance. 
MAV
Save:
Information from the program may be saved in external files.
Save Calculated Save the calculated arrival times.
Save Model Save the current model.
Save Control Save the current control file.
Edit:
Commands are available for interactive editing of the velocity depth function.
LISTDisplay the velocity-depth function for editing. For each entry, an entry number, the depth, the velocity, and an optional code will be displayed. This command may be abbreviated L.
CLEARClear the screen of text. Makes it easier to see the plot. INSERTInsert a boundary in the velocity-depth function (2 entries).
The program will request a depth for the new boundary. This command may be abbreviated I.
INTERPOLATE -Interpolate an entry into the velocity-depth function
(1 entry). The program will request a depth for the new entry. This is most useful when you need to bury a source within a layer which has a velocity gradient. Travel time data lines, FORMAT (A4.2F10.0), contain ID, DELT, and TIME.
DELETE -
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Variable Changing Commands:
Variables within the program may be changed by giving a command containing the variable name and '='. If a valid value for the variable follows the '=' sign, the variable will be reset to that value, otherwise you will be prompted for a new value. Following the prompt, if you enter a carriage return, the variable will be unchanged. The following list of changeable variables is grouped by function and default values are given.
Distance axis variables:
The distance axis is used in all time-distance plots. Specify the number of intervals between labeled tics on the distance axis. Rbias = 0.0 Specify the distance axis labeling offset in km. The minimum distance on the axis will be RMIN + RBIAS.
Time axis variables:
The time axis is used for time-distance and tau-p plots. 
Velocity axis variables:
The velocity axis is used for velocity-depth and mean overburden velocity-depth plots.
Vmin « 0.0 Specify the minimum velocity for the velocity axis. 
Ray Parameter axis variables:
The ray parameter axis is used for P-X and Tau-P plots.
Pmin « 0.0 Specify the minimum P for the P axis. Pmax = 8.0 Specify the maximum P for the P axis. Psf = 1.0 Specify the P scale factor in plot units/(s/km). Dp = 1.0 Specify the distance between labeled tics on the P axis in sec/km. Nsp = 10
Specify the number of intervals between labeled tics on the P axis.
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Delta axis variables:
The delta axis is used for P vs X plots. These values will be set by the program the first time a model is run. 0 -Plot to VT100 only; scale to fill the screen.
Dmin
1 -Plot to VT100 only; scale to fit the screen.
2 -Use normal plot prompts; scale to fill the screen.
3 -Use normal plot prompts; scale to fit the screen.
Newpen
Sets pen width (1-6) for all lines in plot. 5 -1/16" dash.
6 -1/8" dash.
7 -1/4" dash.
8 -1/2" dash.
9 -1" dash.
